It is shown that the dust ion-sound waves (DISW) and the dust-acoustic waves (DAW) are universally unstable for wave numbers less than some critical wave number. The basic dusty plasma state is assumed to be quasi-neutral with balance of the plasma particle absorption on the dust particles and the ionization with the rate proportional to the electron density. An analytical expression for the critical wave numbers, for the frequencies and for the growth rates of DISW and DAW are found using the hydrodynamic description of dusty plasma components with selfconsistent treatment of the dust charge variations and by taking into account the change of the ion and electron distributions in the dust charging process. Most of the previous treatment do not take into account the latter process and do not treat the basic state self-consistently. The critical lengths corresponding to these critical wave numbers can be easily achieved in the existing experiments. It is shown that at the wave numbers larger than the critical ones DISW and DAW have a large damping which was not treated previously and which can be also measured. The instabilities found in the present work on their non linear stage can lead to formation of different types of dust self-organized structures.
Introduction
The DISW and DAW were considered earlier in different papers (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] but without self-consistent definition of the basic state in which the waves propagate. The DISW have the phase velocities larger than both the dust and the ion thermal velocity and less than the electron thermal velocity, the DAW waves have the phase velocities less than both the electron and the ion thermal velocity but larger than the dust thermal velocity. Both of them are usually described by approximately linear dispersion law where the Vdaw is the DISW speed (estimated often as jT e /rrii) and Vdaw is the DAW speed ( estimated often as JTiZdP/rrid where T e ,Ti are the electron and ion temperature respectively, m^md are the ion and dust masses respectively Z d is the dust charge in units of electron charge and P = Zdn d /rii , ni,nd are the ion and the dust densities respectively. We will give more detailed expression in the paper from which it will be possible to make a more precise estimates of the phase velocities of these waves. Here we first give some important references on the previous works. First of all the presence of two branches of sound waves in multi-component plasmas was known by years and is described in textbooks [8] and the first papers on this subject [1] [2] [3] just uses the multi-component approach. The main difference of the dusty plasma from the multi-component plasma is that the charge on dust particle is not fixed and its perturbations are different for different wave-number. This is usually called as charge variations. Several investigations were devoted to the influence of charge variations on DISW and DAW [9] [10] [11] [12] . But there exist more important effect related with dust charging which is also necessary to take into account. In most of investigations of the influence of dust charge variations there was not taken into account that the same process which makes the dust charge to change influences the distributions of electrons and ions taking part in the charging process (first steps to take into account this effect were made in [10] [13] [14] [15] [16] ). Thus to treat the problem self-consistently one need to take into account both the changes in the dust charges and the related with these changes the variations of the electron and ion distributions. In the present paper we do this self-consistent treatment. But there exist also another important difference of dusty plasmas from multi-component plasmas, namely the definition of the ground state on which the disturbances appear which propagate as DISW or DIAW is different for dusty plasmas and for multi-component plasmas. Usually in multi-component plasmas this state is defined by condition of quasineutrality which in application for dusty plasmas will look like Ui = n e + UdZ d and this expression was used in many papers devoted to the treatment of DISW and DAW in a way they are treated in multi-component plasmas approach [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . But in dusty plasmas this relation is not sufficient for definition of the ground state. Both the electrons and the ions are absorbed on the dust grains in the charging process. Therefore for steady-state conditions there should exist a source of electrons and ions to compensate this absorption and to keep the electron and the ion densities constant [10] , [15] [17] . This source can be called as ionization source if it works in the whole volume of dusty plasmas. Experiments indeed show that dusty plasma just disappears in very short time scales being absorbed on dust if the electron and ion densities are not supported by some source. In experiments performed in HF low temperature plasmas [18] [19] [20] [21] the plasma is absorbed on time-scales of micro-seconds if the HF source is switched off. The necessity of the presence of external source was emphasized and taken into account in formulation of kinetic theory of dusty plasmas [15, [22] [23] [24] . Without a source it is not possible even to define the ground state of dusty plasmas and to introduce the perturbations of it. This difference of dusty plasmas from multi-component plasmas leads to expressions for DISW and DAW quite different from that of multi-component plasmas. The condition for balance of the parameters in the ground state fixes the other parameters of the system. The first treatment of DISW with source the strength of which is independent on plasma parameters was made in [10, 15, 25] , but in these papers not all processes which influences the DISW were taken into account, namely although the absorption of electrons and ions on dust particles was treated self-consistently, the elastic scattering of electrons and ions on dust particles was not taken into account. It is indeed not important for r = Ti/T e S> 1. The present laboratory experiments are usually performed for opposite condition r <C 1 where the elastic collisions dominate. Thus the result of [10] are correct for r 3> 1 and at least can give qualitatively correct expressions for r m 1 which is often met in astrophysical dusty plasmas. In the present consideration we will deal mainly with the case r <C 1 having in mind the laboratory applications. The DISW and DAW where considered in detail [25] by a kinetic approach including the case rd but again as in [10] there was assumed that the external source is independent on the plasma parameters. A substantial differences between the expressions for DISW and DAW waves found in [25] and that of multi-component approach was clearly demonstrated in [25] .
In this paper we consider the model which is much closer to the experimental situation assuming that the ionization source intensity is proportional to the electron density. This case was also considered in several non-linear treatments but explicit expressions for DISW and DAW were not investigated. These are of interest because of many experiments [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] which are going for measurements both the dispersion and the damping of the DISW's and the DAW's. The correct expressions are needed for comparison of the theoretical predictions with results of these experiments. By investigating the dispersion relation for self-consistent treatment of the charge variation and the plasma particle distribution changes with an ionization source which is proportional to the electron density we found here that for a certain wave numbers less or of the order of the critical wave number the DISW and DAW branches are universally unstable and that for wave numbers larger than another critical wave number (usually larger than the first critical wave number) there exist an appreciable damping of both the DISW's and the DAW's, which was previously not recognized. The reason for appearance of both the instabilities and the dissipation is the deviations in the balance of the dissipation on dust and ionization caused by the wave perturbation of the ground state. Without the condition of balance the ground state cannot be defined and therefore one cannot consider the perturbations and cannot treat both the DISW and DAW without treating such a balance in the ground state . At the end of the paper we discuss the experimental possibilities of measuring of the calculated effects.
Basic state
We use the dimensionless notations
A « where the superscript ac is used for the actual values, no is the ion density in the basic state, Ti,T e ,Td are the ion, electron and dust temperatures respectively, assumed to be constant, rij, n e , n d are the ion, electron and dust densities respectively, m*, ra d are the ion and the dust masses respectively, E is the strength of the electric field, a is the dust size.
In what follows we will consider only the case applicable to existing dusty plasma experiments and assume that r < 1 (2) In these notations for the case where the relation (2) is valid the rate Q a f, s of numbers of ions absorbed on dust particles in a unit volume per unit time can be calculated as
were (for the case where the Orbit Motion Limited(OML) approach is used for the cross-sections) the charging coefficient is simply a C h = l/2y / ?r. Having in mind the possibility of using other models for calculation of the charging coefficient, we leave the expression for Q a t, s with an arbitrary constant coefficient a^. For small deviations from the basic state one can still use the expression (2) with constant charging coefficient since the corrections to it related with small ion drift motions existing in perturbations is proportional to the square of the drift velocity and therefore can be neglected in the linear approximation.
The ionization rate we assume to be proportional to the electron density and write the power of ionization in the dimensionless units in the form
Tion where r ion is the characteristic ionization time in dimensionless units (from (1) it is easy to find its meaning in conventional units -it is the number of electron-ion pairs created by the ionization source per one electron in a unit volume during the characteristic dimensionless time).
The two equations of the basic states will be the charge neutrality and the balance of absorption and ionization powers. The values of the initial basic state we denote by subscript o-We have
Using (5) we can calculate the dust charge ZQ in the basic state from OML charging equation
We can use P o as a single parameter determining the basic state through which all other parameters n e o,Tj and z 0 are expressed, no remains as a parameter of the initial state but it enters only in the normalization of all other variables. It is this advantage of used normalization that allows to describe the basic state by a single parameter PQ.
Dispersion relation for DISW
We consider than a linear perturbations of the ground state. First consider the phase velocities which are in the range of DISW, the range already defined earlier. For electrons we use the balance of the electron pressure and the electric field, since the other forces such as friction on dust and electron inertia are negligible. This gives for linear perturbations (all perturbations will be denoted by adding the symbol S except those which are zero in the ground state)
It describes the Debye screening by electrons.
To find the ion density perturbations we have two equation, namely, the first one, describing the balance of forces in which we take into account the ion inertia, ion pressure, the electric field force and the friction on dust and the second one, describing the ion density changes, which is the continuity equation for ion density with perturbations of the Q a b S and Qi on -The first equation describes the change of the ion momenta due to the dust drag by ion flux which appears in perturbations of the ground state. This term is very important since it is one of the elements of the self-consistent treatment describing the reaction of ion distribution on interactions with dust particles and gives a necessary feed-back effect which drives the instability. We have
Here the left hand side is the electric field force, the first term of the right hand side is the important term of momentum transfer to ions in dust drag creating the friction of ions proportional both to dust density and dust charge, the second term of the right hand side describes the ion pressure and the last term of the right hand side describes the ion inertia. Different models can be used for the drag coefficient ctrf r . The most important for drag is the Coulomb scattering of ions on dust particles which gives a^ = 2 In A/30F where In A is the Coulomb logarithm which also could take into account the modifications related with the charging process and described in [16] . The second equation, the continuity equation for ions, is
-JTQ ZQ
We assumed here that for DISW the dust is not moving and therefore
<»>
The equation (10) takes into account both the dust charge variations (the last term of the right hand side) and self-consistent change of the ion density due to change of ionization in the perturbations (the first term of the right hand side) and the change of ion absorption in the perturbations (the second term in the right hand side). Thus it takes into account the change in ion distribution due to their absorption on dust particles. This term describes the feedback of the ion distribution related with the charging process. It should be taken into account in any self-consistent treatment. The change in ionization is also important since in different regions of the perturbations the electron-ion pairs will be created differently which will mean an increase or decrease of the other forces acting on ions.
We use the OML charging equation corresponding to dz with substitution of n 0 + 5n and n ej0 + Sn e for n 0 and n e0 respectively and find
which converts the equation (13) to
The expressions (14) and (9) give the ion density perturbation
and finally from Poisson's equation in its dimensionless form
1-Po^o )ach -«w (16) we get the dielectric permittivity
Di and in the conditions of quasi-neutral disturbances k 2 )? Di •C 1 one can neglect the first term 1 in the expression (15) and the dispersion relation e^ = 0 for DISW becomes independent on the dust size in the dimensionless units. This is another advantage of the use of these units. In absence of dust Po = 0 we get the standard expression for ion-sound waves for k 2 \ 2 Di <C 1 in dimensionless units in the case the phase velocity is much larger than the ion thermal velocity (which in dimensionless units is just u> » k)
where Vi s = l/v/2r is the dimensionless ion-sound speed.The influence of dust is determined by the parameter P o which enters both in the first term and in the second term. In the first one 1 -P o describes the charge neutrality condition while the other term proportional to a c h and the similar term in the first bracket of the second term are describing the charge variation and these effects are usually taken into account in description of DISW, while the all terms in the square brackets of the second term are related with the perturbation of the absorption and ionization balance of the ground state and are rarely taken into account (at least the change of ionization was not taken into account in any previous investigations). An exception are the papers [10, 15] in which the source term was considered as independent on plasma parameters and therefore the change of ionization was not considered. The form (16) for the second term corresponds to the conditions which are the most realistic for the existing experiments where the ionization source depends on plasma parameters and is proportional to the electron density. Certainly the other models of the source can be used and will give somewhat different expressions for the second term, but in the frame of simple hydrodynamic description used here the form of the source term is the simplest one and the closest to the existing experiments. The contribution by the perturbations of the ground state are in most cases more important than the contribution due to change in quasi-neutrality condition and due to simple charge variations. Indeed in the case we neglect the latter contributions we can get the expression for DISW with only quasi-neutrality change and charge variations taken into account which differs from the (17) by a factor (1 -P o ) in the denominator appearing from contribution of dust in the charge quasi-neutrality condition of the ground state. We wrote the first relation (19) to show that these terms which are due to charge variations are small since the condition of validity of (19) is more rigid that u » a c /i(l + z 0 ). The latter means that the relation (19) will be valid only for frequencies much larger than the charging frequency. Indeed, the contribution of the other terms of (17)not taken into account in (19) can be neglected only if
For ui given by (19) and for the coefficients a; c /i,and a^r °f the order of 1 and for r <C 1, ZQ of the order of 1 and P o » r the fulfillment of the first inequality leads to fulfillment of other two. Therefore we write down the first inequality in the dimensional units (21) In most existing experiments except those with very small dust particles a/Xpi 1 /7,1/10 and r « 0.02 -0.01, the parameter P o , although it should be always less than 1, is in experiments close or of the order of 1. Thus the right hand side is of the order or even larger than 1 not leaving any appreciate range in wave numbers to DISW to exist in their conventional form (19) . Of course the condition (20) can be fulfilled for very small Po <C 1 to create a certain interval of wave numbers where the DISW can exist but than those waves (19) do not differ from usual ion-sound waves (18) . All these arguments should be taken into account in comparing the experiments with the theory. If in experiments the value of the parameter Po is not very small and the dust can influence the spectra of DISW than to fulfill the relation (20) one should use a rather small dust sizes. Even in the limit (20) (21) where the approximate expression for DISW coincides with conventional ones (19) , the exact dispersion relation found from (17) gives additional real and imaginary contributions to the frequency of the DISW'es. The most important is the imaginary parts creating a rather large damping. We write the expression for it in conventional dimensional units
The second and the third term of (22) are negligibly small as compared to the first one and we write them only to demonstrate that the damping due to the charging process (both the charge variations, described by the second term, and the change in the ground state due charging process, described by the third term) being related with coefficient a c h can be neglected. The damping described by the first term of (22) can easily exceed the collision less Landau damping (taken often into account in kinetic description of DISW) and becomes of the order of the frequency of DISW when the wave number k reaches its limit determined by the right hand side of (21) . This damping is collective (proportional to P o ), it is increasing with the dust charge proportional to the square of the dust charge and it is large due to presence of small factor r in the denominator of (22) .
In the limit opposite to the last inequality (20) u, « ^p^ (23) 2T we find the solution of the dispersion equation relation
The damping is changed to instability which can be found by simple solution of the quadratic equation (24) and give a critical value of the wave number
which also can be found directly from (24) . The critical wave number is determined only by the drag coefficient and is lower than the upper limit (23), i.e. it is inside the range (23) .
The range (23) covers the most important values of wave numbers in existing experiments and the instability found can be detected experimentally. Thus the DISW are universally unstable. This instability can play an important role in creating short scale dust structures. Similar to the gravitational instability the growth rate of this instability reaches a constant value at k = 0. The reason for the instability to be present is the possibility of creation of ion collective flux similar to the effect of collective attraction of dust particles found in [34] also created by the collective flux. The ionization source creates both electron and ions between two interacting ions but the electrons can be accumulated their but not ions which are repelled from the region between two interacting ions. Since for large dust sizes the allowed range of wave numbers for DISW is rather narrow it is very improbable that these waves on their nonlinear stage can form the shock waves.
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Dispersion relation for DAW
For DAW one can neglect the ion inertia but should take into account the dust inertia and the change of dust density. The variation of the dust density appears both in the Poisson equation (often taken into account), in the disturbance of ion absorption, in the ion continuity equation (the effect which is the subject of present consideration). Both effects in dimensionless equation depend only on the perturbation of the parameter P. Here we will use
instead of (11) .Thus the ion continuity equation will therefore contain an additional term depending on 5n d /n d and describing the change in ion absorption in DAW. Since the frequency of the DAW is much less than the charging frequency we will use (27) instead of (13) Another additional equations are the dust continuity equation and the dust force balance equation. In the latter we take into account the dust pressure force, the dust inertia force and the ion drag force. We find (see the definitions (1) for the dimensionless values)
Using (28), the ion continuity equation with (26) (27) we find 6n d /n d and Sn and then using the Poisson equation we find the dielectric permittivity for low frequencies corresponding to the range of the DAW -^l) (r + ^Sf) -P 0 z 0 a ch a dr r]
Mention that this expression contains only the product of a c /, and a dr and therefore all changes related with perturbations of the background are important only if both the drag and the charging processes are included. Also the friction of the ions described by a dr can be related with ion-neutral collisions if their rate exceeds the drag force. The drag coefficient both describes the friction of ions on dust and the dust drag. In conditions where the ion-neutral collisions dominate in the equation for the ion motion the friction of ions on dust should be substituted for the drag coefficient. The neutral dust collisions change the dielectric permittivity in a way that one should substitute UJ{UJ + iv d i) for w 2 in the expression (29) . In the case we neglect all effects related with the perturbations of the balance of the ground state and neglects the charge variations we find the standard expression for DAW i+ r n P\ 7 (30) where the second term which describes the dust pressure can be usually neglected. In conventional dimensional units the (30) has the standard form
In the case one does not neglect the charge variations but still neglects the changes in the ground state one get for r <C 1 neglecting the dust temperature effects the relation
The latter approximate expression is written for r <C 1. The linear dispersion (the frequency proportional to the wave number) is valid for wave numbers less than the ion Debye length, which in dimensionless units corresponds to k 2 
The linear wave will exist only if the rigid restriction, described by relation (22) , (see (20) ) is fulfilled which requires a 2 C T or in dimensional units
A Di
In the conditions where (21) is still valid the additional terms neglected in derivation of (32) gives that the spectra of the waves differs from the linear law (where the frequency of the wave is proportional to the wave number). These corrections will compete with that related with deviations from quasi-neutrality 0,2.. (l + ^Po^l + Po) _ ^ (34) the curvature of the dispersion curve introduced by the first correction of (34) is opposite to the curvature of the curve introduced by the second correction. In the present experiments one can easily distinguish the two deviations from the linear law and that already detected in [26] corresponds to the first type of corrections. This is an indications that the effect described here is already observed and can be investigated experimentally in more details. The condition that the dispersion corrections due to the perturbations of the basic state dominate is
which is consistent with the inequality (33).
In the opposite case for fc 2 C 1/T and for r < §C 1 we find
The instability appears at wave numbers close to 2 _ a ch a dr P$z 2 1 + Zo + -n0 which depends both on the charging and on the drag coefficients, and also is proportional to the square of the dust charges. For a c h = 1/2^ and the z 0 w 2 the critical wave numbers for DISW and DAW are of the same order of magnitude and do not differ much. For k ^> k cri da W we find a new mode
The charging damping of this mode can be easily found by substituting 1 + ZQ -iui/a c h for 1 + z 0 . The damping of this mode will be 7 r2(l + *)(l + Z + P)
This damping rate is approximately Jfi/r less than the frequency. The instability is set on at the wave numbers close the critical wave number with the growth rate the maximum of which is relatively large as compared to that at k <C k cr . tdaw and as compared to the damping at k » k crtdaw . Indeed the infinity in (33) at k -k crtdaw is not reached if one takes into account the imaginary part related with the charging process. We find then the shift in wave numbers from critical value and the value of the maximum growth rate
The threshold of instability corresponds to wave numbers somewhat less that the kcr,daw ,namely at k = ka. idaw -Ak thr . From (37) we find
(41) This consideration illustrates that large growth rates occurs at very narrow wave number range and that the system will mainly excite only one mode, the most unstable mode, specially it occurs in the case the systems has a finite size. This mode can create structures among which could be the modes turning the system to a crystal state. The stabilization of this instability by the dust pressure can be found by including the dust pressure terms k 2 T d (see (29) ) in the dispersion equation. The criteria of stabilization should include the maximum growth rate 7 max -We find By assuming that the charging and the drag coefficients and ZQ are of the order of 1 and using the notations (1) we get the dependence of the critical temperature on the parameters of the system One should have in mind that a factor of the order of 1 is missing in the estimate (43). The obtained criterion is close to that observed in experiments for phase transition of dusty to the 14 plasma dust crystal state. Therefore one can hope that the instability considered here can be relevant or can be the most probable candidate for the start of formation of the plasma dust crystal structures. For this treatment of course the nonlinear approach is necessary. The linear consideration can give some orientations in the problem.
Discussions
We start by emphasizing the main points of the present investigation
• The DISW and DAW becomes damped or not existing for rather large wave numbers, therefore the experiments for detecting them and not affected by strong damping effects should be performed for small size dust particles.
• New modes appear at wave numbers lower than the critical wave numbers.
• The critical wave numbers restricting the range of DISW and DAW can be easily achieved in experiments [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
• The universal instability of both DISW and DAW occurs at critical wave numbers of the same order of magnitude which corresponds to the values approximately \JT less than that which restricts the range of existence of DISW and DAW.
• The critical sizes for the universal instability can be also reached in existing experiments if the ratio of dust sizes to Debye length is not very small.
• The DISW have at large wave numbers have a rather big damping which can be measured in the present experiments [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
• The curvature of the DAW should change with increasing of the wave numbers being positive at wave k 2 less than 1/ay/r and negative in the opposite case; this effect can be checked experimentally [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
• For investigations of the universal instability found here it is better to use the dust particles with larger sizes than that used presently.
• The instability found is similar to the gravitational instability.
• The physical reason for the instability to develop is the collective attraction of equally signed particles, the collective attraction is related with collective flux created by dust particles was investigated in [34] .
• Previously the role on non-collective shadow attraction in formation of the gravitationlike instability was investigated in [35] [14] and the structurization instability related to collective attraction in [34] .
• In the present paper an explicit expression were found for the instability caused by the collective attraction for DISW's and DAW's.
• The instability discussed should lead to formation of dust structures and probably the instability of DAW's can be considered as one of the best candidate for transition to plasma dust liquid or plasma dust crystal states.
In Future it is desirable to investigate the full development of perturbations starting from the linear instability up to its nonlinear stage when the dust structures are formed. Several stationary nonlinear structures in the gaseous state of dusty plasmas where already investigated previously [36] [37] . This report was prepared as a preprint of work performed as a collaboration reserch of the National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) of Japan. This document is intended for infomation only and for future publication in a journal after some rearrangements of its contents.
Inquiries about copyright and reproduction should be addressed to the Research Information Center, National Institute for Fusion Science, Oroshi-cho, Toki-shi, Gifu-ken 509-5292 Japan.
Introduction
The DISW and DAW were considered earlier in different papers (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] but without self-consistent definition of the basic state in which the waves propagate. The DISW have the phase velocities larger than both the dust and the ion thermal velocity and less than the electron thermal velocity, the DAW waves have the phase velocities less than both the electron and the ion thermal velocity but larger than the dust thermal velocity. Both of them are usually described by approximately linear dispersion law where the Vdaw is the DISW speed (estimated often as jT e /rrii) and Vdaw is the DAW speed ( estimated often as JTiZdP/rrid where T e ,Ti are the electron and ion temperature respectively, m^md are the ion and dust masses respectively Z d is the dust charge in units of electron charge and P = Zdn d /rii , ni,nd are the ion and the dust densities respectively. We will give more detailed expression in the paper from which it will be possible to make a more precise estimates of the phase velocities of these waves. Here we first give some important references on the previous works. First of all the presence of two branches of sound waves in multi-component plasmas was known by years and is described in textbooks [8] and the first papers on this subject [1-3] just uses the multi-component approach. The main difference of the dusty plasma from the multi-component plasma is that the charge on dust particle is not fixed and its perturbations are different for different wave-number. This is usually called as charge variations. Several investigations were devoted to the influence of charge variations on DISW and DAW [9] [10] [11] [12] . But there exist more important effect related with dust charging which is also necessary to take into account. In most of investigations of the influence of dust charge variations there was not taken into account that the same process which makes the dust charge to change influences the distributions of electrons and ions taking part in the charging process (first steps to take into account this effect were made in [10] [13] [14] [15] [16] ). Thus to treat the problem self-consistently one need to take into account both the changes in the dust charges and the related with these changes the variations of the electron and ion distributions. In the present paper we do this self-consistent treatment. But there exist also another important difference of dusty plasmas from multi-component plasmas, namely the definition of the ground state on which the disturbances appear which propagate as DISW or DIAW is different for dusty plasmas and for multi-component plasmas. Usually in multi-component plasmas this state is defined by condition of quasineutrality which in application for dusty plasmas will look like Ui = n e + UdZ d and this expression was used in many papers devoted to the treatment of DISW and DAW in a way they are treated in multi-component plasmas approach [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . But in dusty plasmas this relation is not sufficient for definition of the ground state. Both the electrons and the ions are absorbed on the dust grains in the charging process. Therefore for steady-state conditions there should exist a source of electrons and ions to compensate this absorption and to keep the electron and the ion densities constant [10] , [15] [17] . This source can be called as ionization source if it works in the whole volume of dusty plasmas. Experiments indeed show that dusty plasma just disappears in very short time scales being absorbed on dust if the electron and ion densities are not supported by some source. In experiments performed in HF low temperature plasmas [18] [19] [20] [21] the plasma is absorbed on time-scales of micro-seconds if the HF source is switched off. The necessity of the presence of external source was emphasized and taken into account in formulation of kinetic theory of dusty plasmas [15, [22] [23] [24] . Without a source it is not possible even to define the ground state of dusty plasmas and to introduce the perturbations of it. This difference of dusty plasmas from multi-component plasmas leads to expressions for DISW and DAW quite different from that of multi-component plasmas. The condition for balance of the parameters in the ground state fixes the other parameters of the system. The first treatment of DISW with source the strength of which is independent on plasma parameters was made in [10, 15, 25] , but in these papers not all processes which influences the DISW were taken into account, namely although the absorption of electrons and ions on dust particles was treated self-consistently, the elastic scattering of electrons and ions on dust particles was not taken into account. It is indeed not important for r = Ti/T e S> 1. The present laboratory experiments are usually performed for opposite condition r <C 1 where the elastic collisions dominate. Thus the result of [10] are correct for r 3> 1 and at least can give qualitatively correct expressions for r m 1 which is often met in astrophysical dusty plasmas. In the present consideration we will deal mainly with the case r <C 1 having in mind the laboratory applications. The DISW and DAW where considered in detail [25] by a kinetic approach including the case r<l but again as in [10] there was assumed that the external source is independent on the plasma parameters. A substantial differences between the expressions for DISW and DAW waves found in [25] and that of multi-component approach was clearly demonstrated in [25] .
Basic state
We use the dimensionless notations Xm where the superscript ac is used for the actual values, n 0 is the ion density in the basic state, Ti,T e ,Td are the ion, electron and dust temperatures respectively, assumed to be constant, rij, n e , rid are the ion, electron and dust densities respectively, m,, va d are the ion and the dust masses respectively, E is the strength of the electric field, a is the dust size.
In what follows we will consider only the case applicable to existing dusty plasma experiments and assume that r < 1 (2) In these notations for the case where the relation (2) is valid the rate Q a bs of numbers of ions absorbed on dust particles in a unit volume per unit time can be calculated as
were (for the case where the Orbit Motion Limited(OML) approach is used for the cross-sections) the charging coefficient is simply a C h = 1/20F. Having in mind the possibility of using other models for calculation of the charging coefficient, we leave the expression for Q a b s with an arbitrary constant coefficient a c h. For small deviations from the basic state one can still use the expression (2) with constant charging coefficient since the corrections to it related with small ion drift motions existing in perturbations is proportional to the square of the drift velocity and therefore can be neglected in the linear approximation.
Tion where Ti on is the characteristic ionization time in dimensionless units (from (1) it is easy to find its meaning in conventional units -it is the number of electron-ion pairs created by the ionization source per one electron in a unit volume during the characteristic dimensionless time).
r n (6) Ti n e o
We can use P o as a single parameter determining the basic state through which all other parameters n e o,Ti and z 0 are expressed, no remains as a parameter of the initial state but it enters only in the normalization of all other variables. It is this advantage of used normalization that allows to describe the basic state by a single parameter P o .
Dispersion relation for DISW
-JTQ ZQ
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We use the OML charging equation corresponding to
•i = a ch (J-ez n e -zn)
with substitution of n 0 + Sn and n efi + Sn e for n 0 and n e o respectively and find
(
where Vi s = 1/\/2T is the dimensionless ion-sound speed.The influence of dust is determined by the parameter P o which enters both in the first term and in the second term. In the first one 1 -P o describes the charge neutrality condition while the other term proportional to a c h and the similar term in the first bracket of the second term are describing the charge variation and these effects are usually taken into account in description of DISW, while the all terms in the square brackets of the second term are related with the perturbation of the absorption and ionization balance of the ground state and are rarely taken into account (at least the change of ionization was not taken into account in any previous investigations). An exception are the papers [10, 15] in which the source term was considered as independent on plasma parameters and therefore the change of ionization was not considered. The form (16) for the second term corresponds to the conditions which are the most realistic for the existing experiments where the ionization source depends on plasma parameters and is proportional to the electron density. Certainly the other models of the source can be used and will give somewhat different expressions for the second term, but in the frame of simple hydrodynamic description used here the form of the source term is the simplest one and the closest to the existing experiments. The contribution by the perturbations of the ground state are in most cases more important than the contribution due to change in quasi-neutrality condition and due to simple charge variations. Indeed in the case we neglect the latter contributions we can get the expression for DISW with only quasi-neutrality change and charge variations taken into account
which differs from the (17) by a factor (1 -P o ) in the denominator appearing from contribution of dust in the charge quasi-neutrality condition of the ground state. We wrote the first relation (19) to show that these terms which are due to charge variations are small since the condition of validity of (19) is more rigid that u » a c /i(l + z 0 ). The latter means that the relation (19) will be valid only for frequencies much larger than the charging frequency. Indeed, the contribution of the other terms of (17)not taken into account in (19) can be neglected only if
IT V For ui given by (19) and for the coefficients a; c /i,and a^r °f the order of 1 and for r <C 1, ZQ of the order of 1 and P o » r the fulfillment of the first inequality leads to fulfillment of other two. Therefore we write down the first inequality in the dimensional units (21) In most existing experiments except those with very small dust particles a/Xpi 1 /7,1/10 and r « 0.02 -0.01, the parameter P o , although it should be always less than 1, is in experiments close or of the order of 1. Thus the right hand side is of the order or even larger than 1 not leaving any appreciate range in wave numbers to DISW to exist in their conventional form (19) . Of course the condition (20) can be fulfilled for very small Po <C 1 to create a certain interval of wave numbers where the DISW can exist but than those waves (19) do not differ from usual ion-sound waves (18) . All these arguments should be taken into account in comparing the experiments with the theory. If in experiments the value of the parameter Po is not very small and the dust can influence the spectra of DISW than to fulfill the relation (20) one should use a rather small dust sizes. Even in the limit (20) (21) where the approximate expression for DISW coincides with conventional ones (19) , the exact dispersion relation found from (17) gives additional real and imaginary contributions to the frequency of the DISW'es. The most important is the imaginary parts creating a rather large damping. We write the expression for it in conventional dimensional units
ZyZ
The second and the third term of (22) are negligibly small as compared to the first one and we write them only to demonstrate that the damping due to the charging process (both the charge variations, described by the second term, and the change in the ground state due charging process, described by the third term) being related with coefficient a c /, can be neglected. The damping described by the first term of (22) can easily exceed the collision less Landau damping (taken often into account in kinetic description of DISW) and becomes of the order of the frequency of DISW when the wave number k reaches its limit determined by the right hand side of (21) . This damping is collective (proportional to P o ), it is increasing with the dust charge proportional to the square of the dust charge and it is large due to presence of small factor r in the denominator of (22) .
, p l/°J 1 + ZQ + /ib which also can be found directly from (24) . The critical wave number is determined only by the drag coefficient and is lower than the upper limit (23), i.e. it is inside the range (23) .
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Dispersion relation for DAW
instead of (11) .Thus the ion continuity equation will therefore contain an additional term depending on 5n d /n d and describing the change in ion absorption in DAW. Since the frequency of the DAW is much less than the charging frequency we will use (27) Z Q 1 + Z 0 instead of (13) Another additional equations are the dust continuity equation and the dust force balance equation. In the latter we take into account the dust pressure force, the dust inertia force and the ion drag force. We find (see the definitions (1) for the dimensionless values)
Using (28) 
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Mention that this expression contains only the product of a ch and a dr and therefore all changes related with perturbations of the background are important only if both the drag and the charging processes are included. Also the friction of the ions described by a dr can be related with ion-neutral collisions if their rate exceeds the drag force. The drag coefficient both describes the friction of ions on dust and the dust drag. In conditions where the ion-neutral collisions dominate in the equation for the ion motion the friction of ions on dust should be substituted for the drag coefficient. The neutral dust collisions change the dielectric permittivity in a way that one should substitute UJ(W + iu d i) for u) 2 in the expression (29) . In the case we neglect all effects related with the perturbations of the balance of the ground state and neglects the charge variations we find the standard expression for DAW where the second term which describes the dust pressure can be usually neglected. In conventional dimensional units the (30) has the standard form
In the case one does not neglect the charge variations but still neglects the changes in the ground state one get for r <C 1 neglecting the dust temperature effects the relation * k2p^T YTp- (32) + z+plTn
The latter approximate expression is written for r <C 1. The linear dispersion (the frequency proportional to the wave number) is valid for wave numbers less than the ion Debye length, which in dimensionless units corresponds to k 2 The linear wave will exist only if the rigid restriction, described by relation (22) , (see (20) ) is fulfilled which requires a 2 C T or in dimensional units
4-<T •
In the conditions where (21) is still valid the additional terms neglected in derivation of (32) gives that the spectra of the waves differs from the linear law (where the frequency of the wave is proportional to the wave number). These corrections will compete with that related with deviations from quasi-neutrality 0,2.. (l + ^Po^l + Po) _ ^ (34) the curvature of the dispersion curve introduced by the first correction of (34) is opposite to the curvature of the curve introduced by the second correction. In the present experiments one can easily distinguish the two deviations from the linear law and that already detected in [26] corresponds to the first type of corrections. This is an indications that the effect described here is already observed and can be investigated experimentally in more details. The condition that the dispersion corrections due to the perturbations of the basic state dominate is which is consistent with the inequality (33) . In the opposite case for fc 2 C 1/T and for r < §C 1 we find
The instability appears at wave numbers close to 2 _ a ch a dr P$z 2 1 + Zo + -n0 which depends both on the charging and on the drag coefficients, and also is proportional to the square of the dust charges. For a c h = 1/2^ and the z 0 w 2 the critical wave numbers for DISW and DAW are of the same order of magnitude and do not differ much. For k ^> k cri da W we find a new mode P 0 )(l + z 0 )
The charging damping of this mode can be easily found by substituting 1 + ZQ -iui/a c h for 1 + z 0 . The damping of this mode will be 
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This damping rate is approximately Jfi/r less than the frequency. The instability is set on at the wave numbers close the critical wave number with the growth rate the maximum of which is relatively large as compared to that at k <C k CTfdaw and as compared to the damping at k » k crtdaw . Indeed the infinity in (33) at k -kcr tdaw is not reached if one takes into account the imaginary part related with the charging process. We find then the shift in wave numbers from critical value and the value of the maximum growth rate \ 1/3 l + P 0 )(l + zo)j
The threshold of instability corresponds to wave numbers somewhat less that the kcr,daw ,namely at k = kcr !daw -Afc t/ir . From (37) we find Ak thr k 2 cr kcr,daw 2OL ch a dr P$Z& 4 (l + 2 O + Po) (41) This consideration illustrates that large growth rates occurs at very narrow wave number range and that the system will mainly excite only one mode, the most unstable mode, specially it occurs in the case the systems has a finite size. This mode can create structures among which could be the modes turning the system to a crystal state. The stabilization of this instability by the dust pressure can be found by including the dust pressure terms k 2 ra (see (29) ) in the dispersion equation. The criteria of stabilization should include the maximum growth rate 7 max -We find By assuming that the charging and the drag coefficients and ZQ are of the order of 1 and using the notations (1) we get the dependence of the critical temperature on the parameters of the system 5) x T*. One should have in mind that a factor of the order of 1 is missing in the estimate (43). The obtained criterion is close to that observed in experiments for phase transition of dusty to the 14 plasma dust crystal state. Therefore one can hope that the instability considered here can be relevant or can be the most probable candidate for the start of formation of the plasma dust crystal structures. For this treatment of course the nonlinear approach is necessary. The linear consideration can give some orientations in the problem.
Discussions
In Future it is desirable to investigate the full development of perturbations starting from the linear instability up to its nonlinear stage when the dust structures are formed. Several stationary nonlinear structures in the gaseous state of dusty plasmas where already investigated previously [36] [37] .
